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What’s included in this pack? 

You will find lots of useful information, guidance, hints and  tips in this pack, 

including: 

 

• Why this is such an exciting and rewarding Apprenticeship 

• Who we are and what we do 

• What we are looking for 

• Our recruitment process 

• Lots of important information such as frequently asked questions through to our 

policies and terms and conditions. 

 

It is important that you read all of the information in this pack thoroughly before 

you complete your application, you will be asked to confirm that you have done 

so in your application. You can also visit our website by clicking HERE  here   

Who to contact  

Due to the volume of applications we expect, we are not able to offer a 

telephone number. Please email us if you would like support or further 

information. We operate Monday to Friday (excluding bank holidays) and it 

may take 48 hours for us to respond. Email us at: 

apprentices@homeoffice.resourcing-support.co.uk 

http://apprentices.homeoffice.resourcing-support.co.uk/
http://apprentices.homeoffice.resourcing-support.co.uk/
mailto:apprentices@homeoffice.resourcing-support.co.uk


Key information  

Hours per week 

including shifts   37 

 HOURS  CONTRACT  

Permanent 

You will  be asked to select your preferred location in your application form; you 

can also choose two other locations. We will manage your application based on 

your first location preference. You will find further information in Annex E page 29  

on location preferences and also the answers to many frequently asked questions 

(FAQ’s) in our FAQ Annex H on page 34. 

• London: Croydon, Hounslow, West Drayton 

• Kent; Dover   

• Midlands; Solihull, Bedford 

• North: Leeds 

• North East: Newcastle-Upon-Tyne  

• North West: Liverpool 

• Wales: Cardiff 

LOCATIONS 

 S
A

L
A

R
Y

 £15,000 
Outside London 

£18,000 
In Greater London  

 Your salary would increase following  your successful 

completion of your apprenticeship and probation to:  

£20,475 £24,336 
Outside London In Greater London  
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It is really important that you are able to confirm that you meet the criteria to apply for these jobs; 

you will be asked to confirm this in your application. Please make sure you can tick YES to ALL 

of the following criteria: 

 

 I have the right to work in the UK  

 I have been resident in the UK for the last five years 

 I hold a full valid and current passport  

 I will provide my passport number in my application and also be able to bring my 

original passport for security checking in August/September 2018   

 I am at least 18 years old in August 2018 (there is no upper age limit)  

 I am happy to spend 20% of my time undertaking learning activities  

 I will commit to an 18 month Apprenticeship qualification and permanent 

employment 

 I understand that the Home Office will complete security checks on me and I will 

need to pass security clearance. 

 

 

  

  

  Please visit Annex A page 24  and our Frequently Asked Questions Annex H  

on page 34 for further information on the above criteria. You will be asked to 

make declarations in your application regarding the above criteria.  

Are you eligible to apply?  
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Why apply?  
We have a number of vacancies for talented and ambitious individuals. This role  

provides dynamic and stretching work, with exceptional long-term career prospects, an 

exciting opportunity where:  

 

•  You build and maintain a fascinating and 

fulfilling career 

• You make a real difference, helping to keep 

the UK safe and secure 

• You receive work based training, coaching 

and mentoring  and sought after qualifications 

K
E

Y
 B

E
N

E
F

IT
S

  

25 

Competitive  

Pension  
Excellent training  

& development 

+ much more  

Health  & well being days holiday, 8 bank 

holidays plus  

 privilege days  

•You will earn while your learn within a permanent 

role, with a significant increase in pay following 

• You will receive targeted training towards and exposure to the duties of the EO 

Decision Maker role, putting you on a clear pathway for your future career within UKVI.  

• You will work at the heart of Government, dealing with  

some of the most high profile and important issues our                

 country faces 

successful completion of your apprenticeship and probation   

Just some of the benefits we offer include:   
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Your Apprenticeship  

This Apprenticeship provides a great opportunity to  

earn whilst you develop your skills, knowledge and  

behaviours to make a positive difference to  

people’s lives. You will develop your knowledge  

about legislation, policies and procedures and  

will develop your skills across Customer  

Service; Communicating Effectively;  

Working Together; Gathering and Managing  

Information; Negotiating and Influencing;  

Problem Solving and Decision Making; using IT  

tools and equipment to manage, share and store  

Information; professionalism; self-management and  

awareness. 

 

Working for one of the most diverse Government Departments with your own academic tutor 

and a work place mentor, we will coach you through the skills you need to be successful, and 

support your personal and professional development. 

 

Qualifications and training 

 

We will support you in working towards the following qualifications: 

• City & Guilds Level 2 Award in Operational Delivery (Principles)  

• City & Guilds Level 3 Certificate in Operational Delivery (Advanced) 

 

All your training will be delivered during work time, but you must be prepared to undertake 

additional study and revision in your own time, particularly before exams and your final 

assessment. 

This Public Service Operational Delivery Apprenticeship (Level 3) within the UK Visas and 

Immigration offers you a fantastic opportunity to learn, earn and develop your skills.  

 

Over 280,000 people work in the Operational Delivery Profession across Government who 

have the vital job of keeping the country running and make a real difference to people’s lives.  

You will work in different business streams within UKVI (see page 8) who will support you to 

gain valuable skills during the course of your Apprenticeship, receiving on-the-job training to 

help you carry out your role, as well as time away from your daily duties to  complete learning.  
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Who we are and what we do 

Mission 
The Home Office’s mission is spilt into three areas: cut crime, reduce 

the harm caused by illegal immigration and prevent terrorism. 

Equal 
We have been recognised in The Times Top 50 Employers for Women and 

were the first organisation to be ClearAssured in recognition of our work to 

recruit and retain disabled staff. We are in the top 10 of the Stonewall 

Workplace Equality Index and have been for the past 5 years. 

Challenge 
These issues are at the heart of the Government’s agenda. This means 

the challenges the Home Office faces are significant and can rapidly  

change due to the global environment in which we operate. 

Reward 

The Home Office is one of the most exciting and rewarding places to work. 

We have a tangible impact on the lives of millions of people. 

We are flexible, skilled,  
professional and diverse 



UK Visas and Immigration is responsible for making millions of decisions every year about who 

has the right to visit or stay in the country, with a firm emphasis on national security and a culture 

of customer satisfaction for people who come here legally.  One of UKVI’s Missions is to deliver 

World Class Customer Service.  

 

Within UKVI, Asylum Operations is responsible for registering, deciding and concluding asylum 

protection claims. The primary function of the department is to make high quality decisions on 

asylum cases and work with other parts of the organisation to ensure effective immigration control. 

As an Apprentice you will carry out your whole Apprenticeship in one of the below designated 

business areas, giving you the opportunity to become an expert in that area by the time you 

graduate. 

UK Visas and Immigration  

This team are responsible for the receipt and initial processing of asylum 

applications.  Asylum in the UK should be sought at the first available 

opportunity, on arrival, at a port of entry.  Those who have failed to claim on 

arrival, or whose circumstances have changed since arrival, can lodge a 

claim at an in-country location. In this team you would  provide administrative 

support to the Intake Officers to ensure the initial processing of asylum 

applications. 

This team are responsible for registering, deciding and concluding asylum 

protection claims, making high quality decisions on asylum cases and 

working with other parts of the organisation to ensure effective immigration 

control. In this team you would be supporting the Asylum Operations team by 

providing administrative support to ensure that asylum cases are able to 

progress through the asylum process. 

Caseworking 

Units  

National 

Asylum 

Intake Unit 
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This team process entry clearance applications submitted by visa nationals 

living abroad. The UK Visa Section accept applications from Armenia, 

Cyprus (South), Denmark, Estonia, Finland, Germany, Gibraltar, Iceland, 

Ireland, Italy, Libya, Malta, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain & Sweden. 
UK Visa  

Section  



Working for us is interesting and varied, and gives you the chance to make a real 

difference to people’s lives. In UKVI our objectives are to contribute to achieving the 

Home Office’s priorities of securing our borders, reducing immigration, cutting crime and 

protecting our citizens from terrorism.  

 

Our work is high profile.  In order to achieve your best, you will be supported by an 

experienced team, given full on-the-job training to help you carry out your role as well as 

time away from your daily duties to complete learning for your apprenticeship. You could 

be working on casework, asylum intake, or visas.  

 

This apprenticeship gives you the chance to work across operational delivery, enabling 

you to gain experience with lots of different areas of work, such as:   

 

What would you do? 

 

• Using and accurately updating IT systems to log correspondence 

• Answering and screening telephone calls from the public 

• Writing professional correspondence 

• Photocopying and preparing document packs 

• Working flexibly, supporting operational colleagues  

     across a range of roles 

• Shadowing and supporting decision makers in  

    Asylum interviews 

• Completing a wide range of administrative and support 

    tasks  

• Building your knowledge of Government – legislation, policy,  

    procedure & security guidelines. 

PLEASE NOTE: Your working pattern could include shift working which may 

also include early, mid, late and night working hours including some weekdays, 

public holidays and on a 24/7 shift rota. Some of our work areas have flexi -time 

yet this may be limited and we are NOT able to offer part time hours or 

alternative working patterns due to the Apprenticeship training. We offer 

annualised working allowances, however we cannot confirm the % until you are 

successfully posted to a team and a shift pattern.  

Following the successful completion of your apprenticeship and probation period, 

you will automatically progress to a Administrative Officer (AO) grade; your role, 

responsibilities and tasks will be based on the roles and responsibilities which can 

be found in Annex C on page 26. 
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We hope that you have found the information provided so far interesting and are considering 

applying for an Apprenticeship with us.  On the following pages we have provided details of our 

recruitment process. This process has been designed to select the best applicants, using 

digital methods and new ways of working. Please read this section carefully, it contains lots of 

useful information and hints and tips that will help you in your application.   

 

Our recruitment process  

We incorporate equality into our core objectives, making every 

effort to eliminate discrimination, create equal opportunities and 

develop good working relationships between different people. 

 
We actively encourage applications  from people with disabilities.  If you would like any 

support or assistance please email us as soon as possible as we would be delighted to 

help. You can also tell us about any support or adjustments in your application form, we 

would be pleased to provide support and adjustments to help you in: 

 Completing your application 

 Your online tests  

 Your written assessment (statement)   

 Your video interview 

 The workplace, if successful. 
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Whilst we are interested in what you have done in the past we also want to understand what you 

enjoy doing, your natural motivation. We are looking for applicants who can demonstrate 

potential as well as the key strengths needed to be successful in operational delivery. 

J U D G E M E N T   
You will be naturally inquisitive and use this curiosity to develop an 

informed opinion and make accurate decisions. 

F L E X I B I L I T Y   
You will be flexible, have the ability to adapt to new circumstances. 

thrive in changing environments and work well under pressure. 

D R I V E  
You are self-motivated and strive to achieve what you want out of 

life. 

A D H E R E N C E  
You will enjoy following processes and working within rules and 

guidelines. 

T E A M  S U P P O R T   
You will support other team members through encouragement and 

knowledge sharing. 

C I T I Z E N  

S E R V I C E  

You will provide excellent customer service, accepting people for 

who they are and treating everyone the same. 

C R E D I B I L I T Y   
You will always instil confidence and trust in others by the quality of 

your knowledge, skills, presence and professionalism. 

How will we select the best applicants?  

Our approach to recruitment looks at not only what you are good at, your competencies,  but 

also what you naturally enjoy and are motivated by – your strengths.  

What do we mean by strengths?  

Something that you are good at and find energising is a strength. Our recruitment process will 

help us to understand what you enjoy doing - your natural motivation. We will explore your 

strengths to see what you’re naturally capable of and motivated towards doing. We are 

interested in your potential.  

We don’t expect you to be ‘job ready’ on day 1 as you will receive structured support and training 

to gradually increase your skills and responsibilities in your role. You may have many years 

experience behind you or this could be your first job. This apprenticeship provides you with a 

great opportunity to develop and learn many new skills; we just want to know that that there is a 

good fit between you and the Home Office. 
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You do not need to have any knowledge or experience of Visas and  Immigration 

in order to apply. You will have an aptitude to learn quickly and you will also need 

to: 

 Be consistent in following processes whilst maintaining professionalism and 

sensitivity 

 Enjoy dealing  with members of the  public and  external and  internal  stakeholders 

 Be able to demonstrate sound interpersonal, communication and relationship 

building skills and  thrive working as part  of  a team 

 Thrive in an environment where  performance matters 

 Have good written and verbal communication skills, with the ability to convey 

information sensitively, clearly and accurately 

 Be objective and  think in an  analytical manner 

 Be able  to demonstrate a strong sense of  personal ethics and  honesty, taking 

personal ownership 

 Meet  the high standards of conduct  and  behaviour  that is expected  of a  

       civil servant. 

 

What are we looking for ? 
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Key timelines and application process 

IMPORTANT NOTES 

• Should you not complete your online application and tests, be available for video 

interview or provide your documentation during the timeframes required we may 

withdraw your application; we will provide reminders and clear deadlines via 

email 

• Please ensure that you read and understand the information provided BEFORE 

you start your application; we have provided lots of important information on how 

we will manage your application, that you will be asked to confirm you have read 

and understood when you apply 

• Dependent upon the number of  applications received,  we  may  place your 

application on hold at any stage of the process. This means that you  could be 

invited to progress your application at a later date  if further jobs become 

available. If further jobs do not become available  we may not be able to 

progress your application and your application  may  be withdrawn.  

23rd July until 23:59 on the 6th 

August 2018 
Early August  

September 

Onwards  

Mid to Late 

August  

STAGE 1 

Online 

Application 

STAGE 2 

Online 

Assessment 

STAGE 3 

Review of 

Aspirations 

Statement 

STAGE 5 

Security 

Clearance & 

Start Dates  

STAGE 4 

Video 

Interview 
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How to get started 

Your application will be managed online. Simply click on the Our Jobs page 

or  the Apply Now button/s on our web page and you will be able to apply 

for  the roles from the 23rd of July until the 6th of August 23:59. You can  

complete your application form using a mobile, tablet, laptop or desktop. 

STAGE 1 

Online 

Application 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION: 

• If you are disabled  please visit the Disability and Guaranteed Interview 

Scheme in  Annex B where we have provided lots of information about how 

we can support you  

• You can complete your application form using a mobile, tablet, laptop or 

desktop however we suggest that you complete the online tests using a 

desktop 

• You will only be able to apply once; if you submit additional applications  

they will be rejected 

• If you make a mistake in your application please contact us. DO NOT  

attempt to apply again using a different email address as we will reject any 

additional applications 

• You will be asked a series of questions to ask you to confirm that you are  

eligible and understand some of the most important information from this 

pack. False declarations may  result in your application  being  rejected or 

your later dismissal 

• You will need to have your passport number and will be asked to tell us 

about your five year history, either in employment or education 

• You can complete your application form in sections, save and return at any 

time before the closing date. Once you press Continue at the bottom of each 

page you CANNOT go back and amend the section; only press Continue on 

each page if you do not  want to make any further changes 

• If you make a mistake in your application please contact us, do NOT attempt 

to apply again as we will reject duplicate application/s. 

You will need to create an account and tell us some basic information about 

yourself. You will then be asked a series of questions to ask you to confirm 

that you are eligible and that you understand some of the most important 

information from this pack. You will need your employment and address 

history for five years, national insurance number and passport number.  
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Your aspirations statement 

In your application form you will be asked to write a 250 word personal 

statement. It is really important that you take your time to read this pack and 

carefully consider your statement. You must score well to progress to the next 

stage and your score will be based on the statement you have provided, no 

other part of your application will be considered.  

In your statement please tell us what has inspired you to apply for this role, 

why you are interested in joining our team and what strengths you have that 

will make you successful in this role. We would like to understand your 

aspirations in your own words, however you may want to think about the 

questions below when writing your statement: 

 

 
• Why would you like to be an Apprentice ? 

• Why do you want to work for UKVI ?  

• What aspects of the role interest you and why? 

• Why are you suited to this job? For example your strengths, skills , potential and values?   

 

If you pass the on line tests a panel will review and score your statement on an anonymous 

basis. This means that they will not know any details from your application. They will review, 

score and either progress, place on hold or reject your application based solely on the 

statement you have provided.  

We not be able to provide you with any feedback on your statement. We will only review the 

first 250 words. Please make sure you check your statement to ensure that it is well written, 

that spelling and grammar are correct, and that you have written no more than 250 words.  

Why is your Aspirations Statement so important ?  

STAGE 1 

Your 

Application 

Statement  
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Your online tests 

The tests we will ask you to complete are; 

Verbal Reasoning: you will be asked to read a paragraph, which is followed by a statement. You 

will need to decide if the statement is true, false or not possible to say 

Numerical Reasoning: you will be asked to complete the missing numbers by identifying and 

calculating patterns in a string of numbers 

Attention to detail: you will be asked to identify the differences in different strings of text. You will 

need to decide if two strings are identical or not 

Situational Judgement Test: you will be asked to read a scenario that case workers and decision 

makers in UKVI face and then tell us if you think that an action is most or least effective.  

After completing the application form, If you have confirmed that you meet 

the essential criteria for this job, you will automatically be directed to the 

online tests. You can either complete these tests straight away or come 

back to them at any time before 23:59 on the 6th of August. 

We will detail the exact time you have available to complete the test when you 

are  invited to complete it. There are four tests and you should allow yourself 

around 40 minutes for all four tests. There are sample questions available at 

the beginning of the test however there are NO practice tests, you will NOT 

be allowed to re-sit the test(s) so please ensure that you follow the instructions 

carefully. Further information is provided in Annex D page 27. 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION; 

• ‘Banked’ test scores; if you have taken these same tests via ManpowerGroup in 

the last three months, you will not be asked to complete the tests; your 

application will automatically ‘skip’ past any test/s that you have taken in the last 

90 days 

• If you have completed tests via CS Jobs, these are different tests and we will not 

be able to apply any banked scores to this recruitment campaign 

• Please Note: Due to the volume of applications we will NOT be able to provide 

you with feedback on your online assessments 

• If you pass the online tests yet are not in the top scoring applications in your 

location, we may place your application on hold for up to six months. If further 

posts become available your application may be progressed at a later date.  

STAGE 2 

Online 

Assessment 
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What happens next? Video 

Interview  

If you pass the online tests and the aspirations statement we will invite you to 

complete a video interview.  

 

We have chosen to use video interviews in place of face to face interviews as: 

 You will not incur any travel costs and will not need time to take time off 

work or studies to complete your interview 

 You can do the interview in your own time in a relaxed environment that 

suits you and when you feel best prepared  

 You will be provided with thinking time after each question 

 All applicants will receive exactly the same interview in exactly the same 

format. 

 

What to expect 

You will be able to complete your video interview at any time you choose, you do not need to 

book a slot. The system is available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week as the video interview 

questions are pre-recorded. You will need to allow around 30 minutes for your interview. If you 

have a disability that would be supported by additional time,  you will be supported and provided 

with extra time during the interview.  

 

We will ask you a series of questions based on the strengths required to be a successful 

Apprentice.  All applicants will be asked the same questions. You will be sent guidance and hints 

and tips on what to expect and how to prepare. We will also be available to support you. 

 

 

STAGE 4 

Video 

Interview 

If you complete a video interview, the answers you give will be scored and ranked. The top 

scoring applicants from the video interview will be made a provisional offer of employment 

and will pass to security checking. If you do not pass the video interview we will let you know 

as soon as we can.  We are sorry, however, that due to the volume of applications we expect, 

we will not be able to tell you why you have passed or failed, or provide you with any detailed 

feedback, including your scores.  

Please don’t worry if you have not done a video interview before, it is really simple.  

All you will need is a laptop or PC with a webcam (if you don't own one of these maybe a 

friend, a library or the job centre can help) or a tablet, phone or Android device that has a 

camera – there is an app you can download to support this. This is the final selection event in 

place of a face to face interview and your interview will be reviewed by at least two panel 

members. 

If you have a disability and would like additional support or alternative methods please let us 

know as soon as possible so that we may best support you.  
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Security clearance and start dates 

If you complete a video interview this will be scored and ranked. If you are 

a top scoring applicant you will receive confirmation via email of your 

employment offer (a recommendation), subject to completion of the 

appropriate pre-employment checks. If you do not pass the interview we 

will also inform you via email.  

 

Reserve List: If we have more successful applications than jobs, we may 

place some  applicants on the reserve list for up to twelve months to see if 

any further posts become available. This list is managed in strict merit 

order by location applied for, which means that applicants who score 

highest at video interview will be offered a job first by chosen location. 

STAGE 5  

Outcomes 

& Security 

Clearance 

PLEASE NOTE: 

If you are successful, you must pass security clearance (CTC Level) and will 

only be offered the position if you either hold Home Office CTC level 

clearance already or you subsequently pass the clearance process. 

 

If you are recommended for appointment, we will make enquiries into your 

nationality, health and other matters, to ensure that you qualify for 

appointment. We will NOT be able to provide you with feedback at any stage 

of the application or recruitment process including during your pre-

employment checks.  
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Overview of the clearance process 
To progress your application we will need to carry out a pre-employment check. All 

posts require security checking, we have provided further information in Annex A. Once 

GRS have received satisfactory responses to all of their checks, they will issue you with 

a formal offer of employment. Please do NOT hand your notice in until you have 

received this formal offer of employment. 

If you are recommended for appointment (issued a provisional offer) 

we will invite you to come and meet with us at one of our UKVI offices 

and provide us with the documents that we require to process your 

checks; and you will also be able to meet the team.  

 

Please note: it can take some time to complete pre-employment checks. 

It is likely that if successful you would not start until at least October 

onwards and for some applicants it could be in early 2019.   

Open Days 

At this time we cannot provide the exact dates and the format for these open days / 

sessions however we will provide as much notice as we can and will provide full details 

to successful applicants. 

You will need to bring the documents we have detailed in Annex A on page 24 

onwards. We will send you a reminder at the time via email together with details of 

where to go, dates and times.  

 

The documents you provide will be sent (securely) to our dedicated  Pre-Employment 

Clearance Team at Government Recruitment Service (GRS) who will verify your 

documents and undertake your pre-employment checks. 
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Thank you  for your 

interest 

Thank you for your interest in this exciting opportunity. We 

have provided  further information in the Annexes below. 

Please ensure you have  read  and understood these before 

you apply. 

WE WISH YOU ALL THE 
BEST WITH YOUR 

APPLICATION. 
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Annex Information 
 

Annex A   Eligibility to apply and documents we will need at your interview 

Annex B   Disability and the Guaranteed Interview Scheme 

 

Annex D    Important information about online tests 

Annex E    Additional information and our terms and conditions     

Annex F   Employment of ex-offenders in the Home Office: Policy Statement 

Annex C   Typical role and responsibilities in the job description  

Annex G   Civil Service Code 
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Annex H   Frequently asked questions and answers  

  

Please ensure you read and understand the important information provided in the 

below annex; 



Annex A: Eligibility to apply and 

the documents we will need if you 

are successful at interview 

Nationality 

• This job is a  non-reserved post under the Civil Service Nationality Rules which  

means that it is open to UK, Commonwealth and European Economic Area  (EEA) 

nationals and  certain  non  EEA members (Switzerland and Turkey); 

• You will be subject to UK immigration requirements and will need to demonstrate  

that you have the right to work in the UK for the  number of hours required; 

• In order to confirm your eligibility for this post, you will be asked to make  

declarations at the application stage and you will be required to provide evidence 

should you be invited to the interview.  

Please follow the below link if you would like more information on the Nationality Rules;  

 

 

Qualifications 

There are no minimum entry level qualifications required to apply for this apprenticeship, 

however if you have already undertaken a qualification that will mean the Apprenticeship 

does not offer significant new skill you may not be eligible for the role offered. 

  

You must be willing to undertake additional functional skills testing in English and/or 

Math's alongside your Level 3 Apprenticeship if you do not hold Level 2 (GCSE A-C or 

equivalent) in English and Mathematics.  

  

If you do hold Level 2 in English and Mathematics then you will not have to complete the 

additional functional skills testing alongside your Level 3 Apprenticeship, providing you 

can evidence your certificates.  

  

We welcome applications from candidates with, or without Level 2 English and 

Mathematics. Any qualifications held by applicants do not form any part of our shortlisting 

criteria. 
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More information on Nationality rules   

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/536134/civil_service-nationality_rules_20_june__2016.pdf


Annex A: continued  

Important Information  

• You will need to bring various documents to your Pre-Employment check meeting, 

we will send you full guidance if you are shortlisted; 

• We reserve the right to complete independent checks; 

• Any false declaration will result in your application being withdrawn/ rejected or you 

may be subject to dismissal. 

 

Documents we will need you to bring to your interview 

The documents we will need to see include, but are not limited to: 

• Full, valid and current passport. 

 

Plus two of the following as additional forms of identity 

• Bank or building  society statement  at  given  address - dated  within last 3 months; 

• Credit Card  statement at  given  address - dated  within last 3 months; 

• Original Birth Certificate (issued within 42 days of birth); 

• Adoption  Certificate  (issued within 42 days of  adoption order); 

• Driving Licence; 

• Utility Bill (dated with the last 3 months)/Council Tax Bill (dated within the  

current tax year) at your given address (Mobile Phone  Bills are  not accepted). 

 

You will also need to provide proof  of your National Insurance Number as proof of 

right to work, this could be your National  Insurance Card, P60 or P45 or an original 

letter confirming National Insurance Number issued by Government Department. 

Please note: the above list is provided as a summary and we are able to 

consider alternate documents.  

 

The types and combinations of documents that can be accepted are complex. 

However we would be pleased to provide a full checklist.  

 

Please email us if you would like a copy. If you are shortlisted following a video 

interview, we will automatically send you full guidance. Please click on the below 

link for further details of the security clearance process: 
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More information on security clearances  

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/709162/Vetting_Clearance_Guidance.pdf


Annex B: Disability and the  

Guaranteed Interview Scheme 
We incorporate equality into our core objectives,  

making every effort to eliminate discrimination,  

create equal opportunities and develop good working  

relationships between different people. 

 

The Home Office actively encourages applications  from people with disabilities. 

Within your application please tell us about any support you require in: 

 

• Completing your Application; 

• Online assessments; 

• Your aspirations statement 

• Your Video interview; 

• The workplace if you are successful. 

 

Paper applications will only be considered if you have a disability that prevents you 

from applying online. If this is the case, please email us as we would be delighted to 

provide support.  

 

The information provided in your application will be treated in the strictest confidence 

and will only be  considered to provide support during the recruitment process. 

 

Adjustments to online assessments 

If you have a documented medical condition or disability that may affect your 

performance in the online tests, you may be entitled to reasonable adjustments in 

accordance with the Equality Act 2010.  Please contact us by email BEFORE 

you take the online tests so that we can arrange support. 

 

Please email apprentices@homeoffice.resourcing-support.co.uk as we would 

be delighted to provide support.  
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Annex B: Continued 

We will treat each request individually and on its own merits. 

Any requests for adjustments must be received by 23:59 on 

the 6th of August which is the closing date for applications. 

Guaranteed Interview Scheme 

If you consider yourself to have a disability which has a long term and substantial affect 

you are able to apply under the Guaranteed Interview Scheme. This means that if you 

meet the minimum criteria for the campaign, we will guarantee you an invitation to 

interview. For this recruitment the criteria is meeting the minimum score in the online 

assessments. If you meet the minimum score in all four tests and the minimum standard in 

the aspirations statement, you will then be guaranteed an invitation to interview. 

 

Please note: In order to progress under the Guaranteed Interview Scheme your aspiration 

statement would need to score 4 or more. 

PLEASE NOTE: Any false declarations made in order to obtain an 

interview will lead to the withdrawal of your application or later 

dismissal. 
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Annex C: Typical duties involved 

in the Apprenticeship and 

Administrative Officer grade roles  

These apprenticeships are varied as is the role of Administrative Officer following 

successful completion of your Apprenticeship and probation. Duties will differ 

depending upon the team in which you are placed. They may include but not be 

limited to:   

 

• Providing administrative support, preparing documents and packs 

• Data Entry into various electronic databases 

• Scanning files 

• Helping to carry out risk assessments 

• Printing off visas 

• Preparing documents to return to applicants 

• Filing completed applications 

• Booking and arranging interviews 

• Checking and conducting fingerprints and photographs 

• Administration of Bio-Metrics 

• Assisting with Appeal monitoring 

• Identifying absconders 

• Producing accurate, clear and concise correspondence 

• Acting as an initial point of contact for all types of correspondence 

• Taking telephone calls 

• Completing witness statements 

• Liaising with corporate partners e.g. Police and Migrant Help and Refugee Council 

• Assisting with referring cases to other teams as appropriate . 

Please note: The detailed job description relevant to the post will be 

issued to you with your offer letter if successful. 
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Annex D: On line tests -  important 

information 

Please ensure that you have read the below information  before you start your online 

assessments. 

• We recommend that you use a laptop or desktop and ensure that you have an  established 

and strong connection; whilst you are able to take the tests on a  mobile or tablet  this is not 

recommended; 

• If you have any technical difficulties you should take a screen shot or photo and  email  this 

to us; 

• We will NOT allow you to retake the assessments unless we can see genuine  technical  

difficulties prior to the  deadline;  23:59 on  the 6th of August; 

• Ensure you are in a quiet area before starting the assessment to avoid distraction  and  

ensure you receive  a   fair and  honest test score; 

• Once  you have  started the  assessment, you cannot  stop; 

• Only the highest scoring applicants will progress  to the next stage of the selection process; 

candidates who apply under the guaranteed interview scheme must meet the minimum 

standards in all four tests in order to progress; 

• We reserve the right to ask a selection of applicants to re-sit the test in controlled  conditions 

to validate test scores if selected for interview, any variance in scores  outside of  accepted  

norms may  result in your application  being rejected. 

Accessing the online tests 

• You will not be able to access this test from a terminal server  (in  some 

government buildings); 

• HTTPS access  and  JavaScript must be allowed; 

• Pop-up blocker setting should allow  pop-ups on  the  application URL. 

• The test can operate on the below operating systems: 

• Microsoft Internet Explorer v7, or later; 

• Mozilla Firefox v3 or later; 

• Google  Chrome Apple Safari. 

We are sorry, due to the volume of applications, we will NOT be able to  

provide you with feedback on your online tests and this includes the 

scores. 



Annex E: Additional information and terms 
Should you be successful, you will be issued with the Home Office terms and conditions. 

Please note below some terms and  information for you to consider at the application stage, 

please note this is not exhaustive and dependent on the business area in which you will 

complete your apprenticeship the terms may be subject to change. 

 

Salary  

The Home Office will review your pay annually and engage in a process of collective 

bargaining with the recognised trade unions – any increase to salary will be at the discretion 

of the Home Office.  

 

Permanent Appointments 

These jobs are permanent roles with the Home Office. You will be subject to a 12 month 

probationary period. 

 

Pension 

Pension schemes are available and more information will be provided to successful 

candidates. For further information on these schemes, refer to the following website: 

http://www.civilservicepensionscheme.org.uk   

 

Former Civil Servants who have left the Civil Service early with a severance package or 

retired with a pension may have their pension abated or be required to repay some of their 

lump sum compensation payment. For further information please contact: 

MyCSP: Address: MyCSP, PO Box 2017, Liverpool, L69 2BU Telephone: 0300 123 6666 

Email: contactcentre@mycsp.co.uk 

 

Age of retirement 

The Civil Service has adopted a ‘no retirement age’ policy. 

 

Annual leave     

New entrants to the Civil Service will receive 25 days leave rising to 30 days after  

10 years’ service. In addition you are entitled to 8 days bank/public holidays and 1 day 

privilege leave to be taken at a fixed time of the year.  
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Existing Civil Servants 

If you have any queries, please do not hesitate to get in touch if you would like to 

understand the impacts on your terms. Existing Civil Servants will move to modernised 

terms with the Home Office.  

Hours 

New entrants to the Civil Service will work a 37 hour week excluding meal breaks. We 

regret that we’re unable to offer part time roles due to the training and development 

offered as part of this apprenticeship. Existing Civil Servants should refer to the table 

on the page below for the terms and conditions that will apply to them. Some flexibility 

will be required as some of the roles we are recruiting for involve shift work, which may 

require you to work weekends and late shifts. Please check your offer pack closely for 

more details on your hours of work. 

 

Part Time  

Due to the training involved in your apprenticeship, we are not able to offer part time 

alternative working patterns.  

 

 
Location Preferences and merit order appointment 

We have detailed the locations in which we anticipate posts within the advert. We will not 

be able to advise candidates of their position on the merit or the reserve lists. 

 

Location Preferences 

• We will manage your application based on your first location preference. 

• You may be able to select additional location preferences. 

• If you decide that you would like to change your location we can only consider 

requests if you are successful and are issued with a formal offer. We cannot accept 

requests to change location during the selection process. 

• You will be expected to be able to travel to your location daily at your own expense. 

• We cannot guarantee that there will be opportunities in your preferred location. 

 

If you accept a post in a location which is not your stated preferred location, you may 

lose your right to be transferred to that location should posts subsequently become 

available. If we offer you an alternative location which you are not able to accept, you will 

maintain your position on the reserve list of your preferred location. However, please note 

there is no guarantee that you will be offered a post at your preferred location depending 

upon your position on the list and business need. 

 

If you are recommended for appointment any formal offer of employment will be based 

on business requirements at that time and will be subject to successful completion of our 

pre-employment checks. We may consider your online test score/s, aspirations sift score  

interview and experience to differentiate between applicants on the merit list who achieve 

the same score in their preferred location. 

Annex E: Continued 
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Application process   

Once you have submitted your application it cannot be amended; only submit your 

application when you have completely finished and answered all the relevant questions. 

Late applications will not be accepted.  

 

Retention of personal data 

The personal data which you have provided, and which we may request in connection 

with your application, will not be retained beyond 24 months should your application be 

unsuccessful. If you are appointed to the post(s) applied for, your personal data will only 

be used for the purposes of personnel management. 

 

Health Standard 

You must be able to give regular and effective service. You will be asked to complete a 

health declaration, and, if necessary, to attend a medical examination. 

 

Probation 

You will serve a period of probation unless you are transferring from another role in the 

Civil Service and have satisfactorily completed a probation period. Your performance, 

conduct and attendance will be monitored and reviewed. 

    

Confidentiality 

You will be subject to the provisions of the Official Secrets Act and required to exercise 

care in the use of official information acquired in the course of official duties, and not to 

disclose information which is held in confidence. 

 

Outside activities 

As a civil servant you may not take part in any activity which would in any way impair 

your usefulness to the service, or engage in any occupation which may conflict with the 

interests of your department or be inconsistent with your official position.  Subject to 

these conditions, work of a minor or short-term nature (for example, vacation work or 

work after hours) is normally allowed, provided you seek prior permission. 

You will also be subject to certain restrictions, depending on your grade and the nature of 

your work, on national and local political activities.  These include standing as a 

candidate in parliamentary or local authority elections, or canvassing on behalf of 

candidates; and expressing views on matters of political controversy in public speeches 

or publications. 

 

 

Annex E: Continued 
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Equal Opportunities 

The Home Office is committed to a policy of equal opportunity for all staff. We will not 

discriminate on grounds of, gender, gender identity, race, disability, sexual orientation, 

religion or belief, age, marriage and civil partnerships, pregnancy and maternity, caring 

responsibilities, or any other factor irrelevant to a person’s work. 

 

We encourage a diverse workforce and aim to provide a working environment where all 

staff at all levels are valued and respected, and where discrimination, bullying, promotion 

of negative stereotyping and harassment are not tolerated. 

 

Home Office HR procedures (for example, for recruitment and selection, staff appraisals 

and career progression) are based on an assessment of an individual’s ability and their 

suitability for the work. We are committed to providing all staff with opportunities to 

maximise their skills and achieve their potential, offering flexible working arrangements 

wherever possible. 

 

As a public authority, the Home Office has statutory duties placed on it under the 

Equality Act 2010 that state that it must have due regard of the need to: 

 

• eliminate discrimination, harassment, and victimisation 

• advance equality of opportunity, and 

• foster good relations 

 

We expect all staff to assist the department in meeting these obligations. 

The Home Office has concluded that membership of any group or organisation that 

promotes hatred in its philosophy, aims, principles or policies, based on gender, gender 

identity, race, disability, sexual orientation, religion or belief, is incompatible with the work 

and values of the Home Office. 

 

Pre-appointment Enquiries 

If you are recommended for appointment enquiries will be carried out on health and other 

matters, to ensure that you are qualified for appointment.  To enable these enquiries to 

be completed, we will need to see your current valid passport or European Union 

Identification Card. 

 

When the enquiries are completed satisfactorily, it will be for the department to make you 

a formal offer of appointment.  We may also require other forms of identification which 

will be confirmed should you be invited to attend an interview for appointment; enquiries 

will be carried out into your nationality. 
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Pre-appointment Procedures 

We carry out our own pre-employment checks and security clearances which includes 

checks about an applicant’s character and integrity. 

 

We exercise vigilance and rigour in the recruitment of staff who will be working in 

sensitive areas of Departmental business or with vulnerable groups. For example, where 

a position involves regularly caring for, supervising, training or being in sole charge of 

children under the age of 18 or vulnerable adults we will seek enhanced disclosure from 

the Disclosure and Barring Service. 

 

Pre-employment enquiries relating to identity and immigration will be undertaken. This 

will include any criminal offences that fall under these areas. The relevant form is usually 

submitted via the recruiting manager but can be sent under separate, confidential cover, 

to authorised individuals if desired and will normally only be seen by those who need to 

see it as part of the recruitment process. 

 

Failure to reveal information that is directly relevant to the position sought could lead to 

withdrawal of an offer of employment or termination of a contract where employment has 

already started and then information subsequently comes to light. 

  

In addition to the pre-employment checks post in the Home Office will require National 

Security Vetting checks. All applicants are obliged to complete an online Security 

Questionnaire or Criminal Convictions Declaration Form when applying for a position 

within the Home Office. The type of form to be completed depends on the level of 

clearance required for the post. It includes the requirement to disclose all convictions, 

spent and unspent. 

 

We ensure that all those who are involved in the security vetting process have been 

suitably trained to identify and assess the relevance and circumstances of offences. We 

will consider issues such as the post for which the individual is applying, the nature and 

seriousness of the offence, the length of time since the offence was committed and the 

relevance of the conviction but each case will be considered individually on its merits. 

 

Information about convictions or criminal activities provided as part of the Security Vetting 

process will be treated in strict confidence. A criminal record will not necessarily prevent 

an individual from gaining security clearance. 

  

 
The HO will maintain the confidentiality of any disclosures made and in asking for 

disclosures we trust the applicant to be honest about their background. Any failure to 

disclose relevant circumstances or information is likely to be regarded as evidence of 

unreliability and will be taken into account in assessing suitability for security clearance. 
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Civil Service Commission’s Recruitment Principles  

The law requires that selection for appointment to the Civil Service is on merit on the 

basis of fair and open competition as outlined in the independent Civil Service 

Commission's Recruitment Principles. The Civil Service Commission has two primary 

functions: 

 

Providing assurance that selection for appointment to the Civil Service is on merit on the 

basis of fair and open competition. 

 

Hearing and determining appeals made by civil servants under the Civil Service Code 

which sets out the Civil Service values – impartiality, objectivity, integrity and honesty - 

and forms part of the relationship between civil servants and their employer. 

More detailed information can be found at on the Civil Service Commission website: 

http://civilservicecommission.independent.gov.uk  

http://clservicecommission.independent.gov.uk  

Complaints under the Civil Service Commission’s Recruitment Principles 

If you feel your application has not been treated in accordance with the Principles and 

you wish to make a complaint, you should first contact us by email; 

 

Apprentices@homeoffice.resourcing-support.co.uk 

 

 

Your complaint will be managed by ManpowerGroup Solutions in the first instance and 

will also be notified to the Home Office Resourcing team. If you are not satisfied with the 

response you receive from us, you can contact the Office of the Civil Service 

Commission. 
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Annex F: Employment of ex-offenders 

in the Home Office: Policy Statement 
 

General Principles 

The principle responsibilities of the Home Office are to protect the public and to secure 

our borders. We work with the police and security agencies to ensure we do all we can to 

achieve these objectives. 

 

These responsibilities mean that we set very high standards for our staff. Honesty and 

integrity are essential and form part of the core values of the Civil Service. 

We will always carefully check the suitability of new employees for employment at the 

Home Office and are not tolerant of dishonest behaviour.  We do not condone criminal 

activity in any way. 

 

However, within these constraints, we recognise the contribution that ex-offenders can 

make to a workforce. Our aim is to ensure that potentially suitable candidates for 

employment are not automatically ruled out from employment with the Home Office. As 

such, having a criminal record will not automatically bar an individual from working with 

us.  

 

This will depend on the: 

• nature of the position; 

• the circumstances, seriousness and background of the offence(s); 

• whether or not the conviction is “spent” (“Spent” convictions need to be declared when 

applying for security clearance); 

• the applicant’s openness shown in declaring the conviction. 

 

 

 

 Annex G: Civil Service Code 
 

As a civil servant, you are appointed on merit on the basis of fair and open 

competition and are expected to carry out your role with dedication and a 

commitment to the Civil Service and its core values: integrity, honesty, objectivity and 

impartiality. For further information and a copy of the code please visit: 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/civil-service-code/the-civil-service-code 

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/civil-service-code/the-civil-service-code 
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Contract Type , Pay, Working Hours and Grade 

Application process & eligibility criteria 

 

1. Why do I have to be 18 years old in order to apply ? 

These roles include shift working and it is not legal for those who are under 18 to work 

some of these shifts.  

 

2.  I don’t have a current, valid passport can I still apply ? 

Home Office policy is that all applicants, including Civil Servants must have a valid, current 

passport in order to be eligible. You will need to present a passport if successful in late 

August/ Early September and confirm your passport number in your application form.  

 

1. I work for the Civil Service today at a higher pay grade, what salary would I 

start on ? 

You would start on the advertised salary of either £15,000 outside Greater London or 

£18,000 inside Greater London.  

 

2.  Is this a permanent or fixed term contract ? 

This is a permanent contract , typically your apprenticeship will take around 18 months 

and this contract includes a 12 month probationary period. 

 

3. What happens at the end of my Apprenticeship ? 

Subject to successfully completing your apprenticeship and passing your probationary 

period, you will automatically be posted as an Administrative Officer AO Grade and your 

salary will be adjusted. Please note it can take time following the completion of your 

Apprenticeship to adjust your salary. 

 

4. What hours would I work and do I get a premium for shift working ? 

Different shift patterns operate across our business areas. You will work 37 hours per 

week and this may include early, mid and late shifts including night working. We operate 

an allowance system which is typically paid as a percentage of your salary. 

Unfortunately we cannot confirm the % until you are successfully posted to a business 

area as this can vary from 0% to 40% dependent upon the shifts.  

 

5. Are there any part time roles or alternative working patterns available ? 

We are not able to offer any part time or alternative working patterns due to the training 

commitments of the Apprenticeship.  
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Application process & eligibility criteria 

 

3.  My passport is being renewed, can I still apply ?  

Yes. Please place the expired passport number in your application form. You will need to 

present a passport if successful in late August/ Early September.  

 

4. I haven't lived in the UK for the last five years or have been away, can I still apply ?  

In order to process the security clearance you must typically have been resident in the UK for 

the last five years.  If you have been posted abroad whilst working as a Civil Servant we will 

be able to complete security checks. If you have been abroad on holiday or travelling yet 

were still resident in the UK these gaps can be managed. However if you have lived abroad 

for periods during the last five years we will not be able to complete your pre-employment 

checks.  

 

Other frequently asked questions 

 

1. When would I expect to start if I am successful ?  

We expect to tell applicants the outcome of the video interview in late August/ early 

September. It can take some months for security clearance to be completed so the 

earliest we expect successful applicants to start would be October however it could be 

late in 2018 or early 2019 dependent on clearances and your notice period (if 

applicable).  


